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Abstract— Railway ticket can be book by online or window 

ticket booking. In online ticket booking user can book ticket 

from anywhere. For window ticket booking user need to go 

to ticket counter to book ticket. For window booking user 

need to stand in line, after ticket cancellation that seat allocate 

to another person. If that seat allocated to online seat booking 

person then it will unfair to window booking user who 

purchase the railway ticket from ticket counter because user 

stand in line to purchase the ticket. The need of this system 

arose because as is the known fact that India has the largest 

railway network in the whole of the world and to handle it 

manually is quite a tough job. By computerizing it, we will 

be able to overcome many of its limitations and will be able 

to make it more efficient. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This study compared the quality of rail ticket reservation 

system agencies were chosen based on popularity and award 

won. There is lack of research interest in the transportation 

domain, particularly in developing countries. This system is 

basically concerned with the reservation of railway tickets to 

the passengers. The validity and reliability test shows all of 

the questions to be valid. Overall result shows that there is no 

significant difference in the quality of rail ticket reservation 

systems between passenger and Railway ticket checker. In 

our proposed system we have to develop Different techniques 

to solve passenger problem in that system we maintain 

security with each and every module. In this project we are 

going to include all the entities related to reservation. This 

project will give us the information about railway reservation. 

This system is basically concerned with the reservation and 

cancellation of railway tickets to the passengers. 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

In online ticket booking user can book ticket from anywhere. 

For window ticket booking user need to go to ticket counter 

to book ticket. For window booking user need to stand in line, 

after ticket cancellation that seat allocate to another person. If 

that seat allocated to online seat booking person then it will 

unfair to window booking user who purchase the railway 

ticket from ticket counter because user stand in line to 

purchase the ticket. 

A. Objectives 

 User can book ticket online. 

 Check user is present on board at the time of railway 

dispatcher. 

If user is not present on board or user has cancel the ticket 

then allocate seat to another user who book ticket from ticket 

counter. 

 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

1) Title: Automatic Processing of Structured Handwritten 

Documents: An Application for Indian Railway 

Reservation System 

 Published by: Sandip Rakshit, Soumya Sona Das, 

Kalyan S Sengupta, Subhadip Basu 

Description: An effective document processing system must 

be able to recognize structured and semi structured forms that 

is written by different persons’ handwriting. In this work we 

have developed a method and system that can process 

structured form document layout and recognize its contents. 

Our approach has been applied here in the context of Indian 

railway reservation/cancellation requisition system with 

encouraging results. In reality, handwritten data usually touch 

or cross the preprinted form frames and texts, creating 

complex problems for the recognition routines. In this paper, 

we address these issues and attempted to solve the problem 

for Indian Railway Reservation system using our custom built 

form processing software and Tesser act open source 

character recognition engine. 

2) Title: A passenger revenue management system (RMS) 

for a National Railway in an Emerging Asian Economy 

 Published by:Goutam Dutta, Priyanko Ghosh 

Description: In this article, we provide the mathematical 

model for a Revenue Manage-ment System that consists of 

an optimizer, a simulator and a forecaster, and implement 

these systems on the National Railway of an Emerging Asian 

Economy (NREAE). We formulate a multi-period network 

revenue optimization model based on deterministic linear 

program-ming, which emphasizes capacity allocations 

adjusted to the leg-based passenger demand. This model 

incorporates the crucial features of NREAE like Passenger 

Reservation System and urgency-based booking schemes. 

We conduct a simulation study of passenger demand between 

stations and analyze the variations in revenue and also 

compare the performance of different pickup forecasting 

techniques. We illustrate and apply the concept of expected 

marginal seat revenue with the passenger booking data of 

NREAE. 

3) Title: Evaluating web site service quality in public 

transport: Evidence from Taiwan High Speed Raillway 

System 

 Published by: Yung-Hsiang Cheng 

Description: More and more public transport system 

passengers plan their trips by using website services. The 

passengers’ perceived service quality of a website plays a 

crucial role in recognizing the satisfaction of a transportation 

service chain. This study aims to investigate the passengers’ 

perception of electronic service quality (e-SQ) delivery 

through the Taiwan High Speed Rail’s (THSR) website, by 

adopting the Rasch measurement model to measure a 
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subjective latent construct: perceived e-SQ. The Rasch model 

can compare person parameters with item parameters, which 

are then subjected to a logarithmic trans-formation along a 

logic scale to clearly identify which e-SQ measurement items 

are appreciated by certain passengers. Analytical results show 

substantial differences between the perceived e-SQ of various 

personal characteristics such as age, income, and trip types. 

Empirical results also demonstrate that passengers are most 

satisfied with the website’s ac-curacy of information and 

introduction to the THSR stations’ surrounding area, but are 

not satisfied with instructions when a transaction fails as well 

as the carriage layout of the THSR. Our analytical results also 

identify which service items lead to the perceived e-SQ 

difference between business trip and leisure trip passengers.      

The relationship between the two main attribute dimensions 

– quality of transportation information provided and quality 

of website services – are also further examined. The empirical 

results can help a transportation system service operator to 

better understand how passengers perceive e-SQ and to 

suggest what should be improved. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
Fig. 1: Proposed System 

Propose system could be use in railway ticket booking. Some 

modification in propose system could be used in bus seat 

reservation. User can book railway ticket online. Also user 

can book ticket from ticket window. When someone cancel 

ticket that time empty seat will allocated to user from waiting 

list. System will provide preference to those user who book 

ticket from ticket counter. 

 
Fig. 2: 

A. Advantage of Proposed System 

 Accurate data for TC to check the passenger details 

 Passengers don’t have to wait for a long time. 

 Information processing is very fast. 

 It reduces the corruption made by TC. 

 Data efficiency is more. 

 In our system will give Accurate and timely control 

program. 

 We make it easy for fast processing and modification for 

passenger. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this project, we are represent mainly book ticket system for 

secure railway reservation. Our systems properly generates 

and expire the ticket w.r.t time of user. All the manual work 

should be converted into computerized so that the load of 

employees should decrease. This system is convenient to 

user. This project is used to keep a track on reserving the seat 

to the passenger. It helps managing the system very 

efficiently and conveniently. By computerizing it, we will be 

able to overcome many of its limitations and will be able to 

make it more efficient. The handling of data and records for 

such a vast system is a very complex task if done manually 

but it can be made much easier if the system is computerized. 

Many public services have gone online. People can now get 

information, interact and conduct transactions for electronic 

services. 
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